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Outcome
Assessment/
Measurement

Result Use of Results

List and describe 5 career options
available in the field of physical
education.

Exit Interview 100% were able to identify 5
career options. Professions
related to the field of athletic
training (as most interviewed were
completing the athletic training
option) were included by
everyone. Other careers
mentioned included teaching,
coaching, sports management,
and sports psychology.

KIN 2 was listed by eveyone as the
course that provided information to
them so that they could answer the
question. KIN 3 was also mentioned
by everyone, which makes sense
as they are athletic training majors.
With our majors courses offered on
a 2 year rotation, it will be
interesting to hear what next years
interviewees answer. (As athletic
training will not be offered but
sports management will.)

Explain the importance of lifetime
fitness in today's society.

Exit Interview 100% answered this question
successfully, which is an
improvement from last year.

Everyone indicated HE 1 was an
instrumental course that provided
them with the information to answer
this question. This is a positive
result as last year the department
changed HE 1 from an elective to a
requirement. The other courses
listed include KIN 3 (by 50%), KIN
2, KIN 5, AH 11, BIO 1, and BIO 7.

Discuss the concentration area
(option) that is their major emphasis
of study. This will include the
history, role within the work setting,
and skill demonstration where
appropriate (athletic training and
CPR).

Exit Interview Everyone was able to discuss
their area of concentration.
However the history of the
profession was only explained in
detail by 25%. The other 75% had
limited knowledge of the history.

The department needs to review
how much importance is given to
discussing the history of the
profession in KIN 2, as well as
other majors classes. This will be
discussed in our fall department
meetings.

Select a sport and explain an
appropriate tournament format or
describe the basic skills required to
participate in that sport.

Exit Interview 100% were able to answer this
question.

This PLO has been revised based
on department discussions. The
newly developed PLO is awaiting
approval and will be assessed next
year.

Apply selected motor development
skills to the structures of the human
body.

Exit Interview 100% were able to answer this
question.

This PLO has been revised based
on department discussions. The
newly developed PLO is awaiting
approval and will be assessed next
year.

Describe and demonstrate effective
verbal and nonverbal
communication skills.

Exit Interview The department is awaiting
approval for this newly created
PLO, however we went ahead
and assessed it.

Students indicated many of the
majors classes provided
opportunities for them to do
projects/presentations which
allowed them to demonstrate
effective verbal and nonverbal
communication skills. The students
agreed that this is an important skill
for the profession.
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Please send comments or questions to Randy Brown
Address of this page is https://mail1.gavilan.edu/slo/cpslo.php?cp_id=27&ay_id=11
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